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Abstract
This paper addresses the problem of rotation-invariant non-rigid point set matching. The Shape Context (SC) feature descriptor is
used because of its strong discriminative nature, whereas edges in the images are constructed by point sets are used to determine
the orientations of shape context. Similar to lengths or directions, oriented SCs constructed this way can be regarded as attributes
of edges. By matching edges between two point sets, rotation invariance is achieved. Two novel ways of constructing graphs on
a model point set are proposed, aiming at making the orientations of SCs as robust to disturbances as possible. The structures of
these graphs facilitate the use of Dynamic Programming (DP) for optimization. The strong discriminative nature of SC, the special
structure of the model graphs, and the global optimality of DP make our methods robust to various types of disturbances, particularly
clutters. The extensive experiments on both synthetic and real data validated the robustness of the proposed methods to various types
of disturbances. They can robustly detect the desired shapes in complex and highly cluttered scenes.
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I. Introduction
Point matching is a fundamental yet challenging problem in
computer vision, pattern recognition and medical image analysis,
while non-rigid point matching is particularly difficult due to the
large number of possible non-rigid transformations of the template
[1]. In this paper, we will address the following problem under the
non-rigid point matching framework: locating a deformable shape
in cluttered scenes. The shape may undergo arbitrary translational
and rotational changes, and it may be non-rigidly deformed,
occluded and corrupted by random or structured outliers. All these
difficulties make shape matching a formidable task. To overcome
these problems, different methods have been proposed [2], which
can be classified as those based on local search and those based
on global search.
Methods based on local search. The Iterated Closest Point (ICP)
method [3-4] uses the closest points as the matched points, and
it has variants [5-6]. The Robust Point Matching (RPM) method
[1] uses deterministic annealing [7] to recover a continuously
relaxed point correspondence. The method in [8] uses constraint
projection based on quadratic programming to gradually recover
the point correspondence and uses clustering for speedup. The
Covariance Driven Correspondence (CDC) method [9] uses the
covariance of the transformation.
parameters to prune the possible false point correspondences.
The methods in [10, 11] convert point set registration to an image
registration problem. These local search methods are generally not
rotation invariant and not robust to strong outlier disturbances.
Methods based on global search. These methods can be further
classified as those based on spatial mapping and those based on point
correspondence. For the first category, solution space searching
techniques such as genetic algorithm [12], particle filtering [11]
and particle swarm optimization [12] can be used to recover the
transformation. These methods need no initial coarse alignment
and are robust against clutter, but they require an explicit modeling
of the transformation and may become computationally expensive
when the number of transformation parameters becomes high,
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which makes them unsuitable for non-rigid matching. The method
in [1] constructs a global convex approximation to the matching
function and thus the transformations can be optimally recovered.
But the number of constraints for the method is usually very high
which is circumvented by using interior point methods.
For the second category, linear programming was employed in
[6, 7] to minimize both the feature matching cost and geometric
distortion. Ant colony optimization was employed in [18] for
contour correspondence. Dynamic programming (DP) was used
to match chain-like or tree-like structures in [9, 10]. In [2], it was
extended to match regions of a shape. Belief propagation was
used in [2] to match shapes where shapes with loops or holes
are allowed.
Shape context (SC) [3] is a very informative feature descriptor. The
SC of a point is a measure of the distribution of other points relative
to it. SC is very discriminative and quite robust to various types of
disturbances, which makes it especially useful for non-rigid point
matching. However, SC is rotation variant in most applications
(i.e. no significant rotations are allowed between two point sets).
Attempts at making SC rotation invariant are either susceptible
to noise, tend to degrade the discriminative power of SC (e.g.
tangent directions were used to determine the orientations of SCs
in [2,3], distance between two SCs was rendered rotation invariant
by traversing all rotated versions of one of them and retaining the
minimum distance in [11] ) or imposing unnatural requirements
on point sets (e.g. the directions p ointed at the mass center of a
point set were used as the orientations of SCs in [4])
We propose in this paper a new approach to representing point
set and apply it to rotation invariant non-rigid point matching. A
shape is triangulated such that the non-boundary edges are long
enough and also DP can be used to find the best embedding of
the triangles in target point set. Then SC features are constructed
for vertices of the triangles whose orientations coincide with the
directions of non-boundary edges. The SC features constructed
in this way are therefore rotation invariant. To further improve
our method’s robustness to outliers, we modify the original SC
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distance measure in [3] such that the SC input belonging to the
template is used as a mask to reduce the influence of outliers on
the SC input belonging to the target.
Compared with previous attempts at enabling SC rotation invariant,
our approach retains the discriminative power of SC, is robust to
orientation disturbances and appears natural. It shares similarities
with the method in [2] in that both approaches use triangulation
to represent shapes and DP is used to find the best embedding of
triangles in target set. However, the method in [1] is for deformable
template matching in images, and the purpose of triangulation
is to introduce non-rigid deformation in template (constrained
Delaunay triangulation is adopted to achieve the maximum effect).
In comparison, the purpose of triangulation in our method is to
render SC rotation invariant, where a different Triangulation
approach is adopted with the aim that the orientations of SCs
should be as robust to disturbances as possible.
A. Point Set Representation
Here point set can be represented by using the built in function
canny. Using this function we get the intensity of the image means
it gives the edge point of the inputted image then those points are
grouped by using the classification algorithm to produce the exact
picture of the given image. classification algorithm can make
groups by using the different following algorithms such as MST
in MST first it finds the edge points then it applies the distance
of each point then which point is nearest that will make a solid
connection between those points then make a angle between those
point then only obtained the point set representation of given
image by using the MST algorithm.
1. Star Graph For Point Set Matching
If no speedup measure is taken, the time complexity will be O(nm3),
which is relatively high. Therefore it will be of great interest if
we could simplify the algorithm so that the time complexity can
be reduced without sacrificing much the accuracy. Fortunately,
this is possible. Due to the strong discriminative nature of SC,
the frame edges with SCs acting as attributes in MST induced
triangulation are already adequate to form a strong constraint on
the shape of X.
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Fig. 2: Result of MST Algorithm
From the above fig. 2 shows the how the classification of the point
has been done by using the MST algorithm.
From the fig. 3 the classification of the points can be done by
using the SG algorithm

Fig. 3: Result of SG Algorithm
From the above fig. 3 can be recognised clustering of the different
points to group of the fish body clustering can be done by using
the nearest neabauring or distance matrices algorithm which points
are nearest to center points those points are grouped into a single
cluster as showed above fig. 3.

II. Experimental Result
The below fig shows the experimental results of different
algorithms

Fig. 4: Comparison of the Outlier and the Error
From the above fig. 4 shows the outlier and the error produced by
the different classifier algorithms such as MST,LP,VA,FST,SG.
Fig. 1: Original Image of Fish
Fig. 1 gives the input for MST, SC and SG algorithms
The below fig. 2 shows the output of the different algorithms
grouping may vary from one algorithm to another as show below
fig. 2 and fig. 3
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Fig. 5: Average Error of Different Algorithm
From the above fig. 5 average error of MST, SG, FST and LP
algorithms with lamda value is one using these algorithms makes
a different groups or cluster with the lamda value is one.
From the average error of different algorithms we can conclude
that MST algorithm performs the best compares the others, SG
algorithm performs the almost similar to LP algorithm as shown
above fig. 5.
III. Conclusion
To address the problem of rotation invariant nonrigid point set
matching, we proposed two methods for shape representation.
The Shape Context (SC) feature descriptor was used and we
constructed graphs on point sets where edges are used to determine
the orientations of SCs. This enables the proposed methods rotation
invariant. The structures of our shape representations facilitate
the use of DP for optimization. The strong discriminative nature
of SC, the calculated robust orientations of SCs, and the global
optimality of DP make our methods robust to various types of
disturbances, particularly clutters. The proposed methods were
tested on both synthetic and real data in comparison with several
representative methods.
The results show that our methods, especially MSTT, clearly
outperform other methods in terms of robustness against clutter.
The proposed methods are very useful for tasks involving detection
and matching of shapes in cluttered scenes where the initial poses
of the shapes may not be known.
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